LSm proteins form heptameric rings that bind to RNA via repeating motifs.
Members of the LSm family of proteins share the Sm fold--a closed barrel comprising five anti-parallel beta strands with an alpha helix stacked on the top. The fold forms a subunit of hexameric or heptameric rings of approximately 7nm in diameter. Interactions between neighboring subunits center on an anti-parallel interaction of the fourth and fifth beta strands. In the lumen of the ring, the subunits have the same spacing as nucleotides in RNA, enabling the rings to bind to single-stranded RNA via a repeating motif. Eubacteria and archaea build homohexamers and homoheptamers, respectively, whereas eukaryotes use >18 LSm paralogs to build at least six different heteroheptameric rings. The four different rings in the nucleus that permanently bind small nuclear RNAs and function in pre-mRNA maturation are called Sm rings. The two different rings that transiently bind to RNAs and, thereby, assist in the degradation of mRNA in the cytoplasm and the maturation of a wide spectrum of RNAs in the nucleus are called LSm rings.